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Repackaging ownership rights

1. Repackaging ownership rights

• derivative securities have potential to change much of our tax–thinking
in taxation and corporate finance

– could lead to many new regulations and restructuring of old regu-
lations

• changes in technology lead to reductions in the cost of synthetic assets,
which in turn lead to changes in tax rules to limit aggressive tax planning

• ambiguity of tax law in this area is pervasive

• intermediaries in this area strive to develop profitable new products

2. When market frictions don’t limit aggressive planning

• recall social goals of tax system lead to

– progressive tax system

– differentially-taxed assets to encourage some kinds of investments

– different organizational forms that are taxed differently

• this produces the possibility of arbitrage

– frictions (e.g., information costs) preclude some arbitrage

– as technology removes frictions, additional restrictions must be
imposed to preserve goals

• e.g., the growth of derivatives markets have reduced frictions—there are
illustrations of this in chapters 2 and 7 of the text

• uncertainty is a tool in the social planner’s arsenal
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3. Mechanisms

• vehicles that facilitate the repackaging of ownership rights:
– organizational structures such as investment companies or partner-

ships
– derivative securities such as options, futures, swaps, contingent

interest bonds

• derivatives can be used to:
– convert tax–disfavored types of income into favorably–taxed income
– shift income from higher tax to lower tax pocket
– shifting income from high tax to low tax periods
– unbundle the components of investment returns and shift them to

parties that should hold them
– permit certain clienteles to hold assets they otherwise would not

want to hold by allowing them to hedge risks associated with the
unwanted parts of the asset returns

4. Response: new tax restrictions

Tax rules change over time to combat or limit the technological advances

• e.g., new rules in 1991 for contingent interest bonds which are cash
settled or convertible into another security that is not a corporate
security

– must treat the bond component as original issue discount bond
– deductible to corporation as interest, taxable to investor if pays tax

• Since June 1989, investment company advantage reduced
– each class must be allocated pro-rata share of all income

• Partnership still possible but
– restrictions on trading of interests–illiquid
– partners must share in all elements of return
– must be a true partnership
– still a viable alternative
– do costs preclude its use?
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5. Example

Regulated investment company

OR

partnership

Foreign pension US Corporation

Contributes:
$1,000M in US

stocks
yielding

dividends at
4%

Receives:
100% of stock
appreciation
and 100% of

interest
income

Contributes:
$500M in US

interest
obligations

paying
interest at 8%

Receives:
100% of

dividend
income

Figure 1. Two parties who hold particular kinds of assets because
they enjoy the associated returns properties can improve their joint
welfare by altering the character of the income they receive to
benefit from the favorable tax treatment afforded their respective
tax clienteles.

6. What frictions might reduce desirability?

• Presumably, the corporation is holding cash for liquidity not for invest-
ment reasons

– Why is it holding cash in first place?
– the structure is inefficient as a passive investment

• The structure assumes that dividend yield is certain, but investees could
change dividend their policies
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– deal with this by having caps and floors on dividend flows
– but this reduces the tax advantage of arrangement as some divi-

dends accrue to pension fund

• The partners disagree about the desirability of dividends versus capital
gains

• could trade out around ex-dividend dates or shift portfolio composition
Uncertainty of tax rule and regulation changes
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